Shell Scheme Accessories PLAN

Stand No: [ ]
Company: [ ]
Show: Informatics for Health
Venue: Manchester Exchange Hall

Please Indicate: Shell: [ ] Space: [ ] Do you have a platform: Yes/No

FRONT OF STAND

It is important that the sketch gives details of the open front(s) of the stand, and also the orientation of the stand in relation to others.

IMPORTANT - Please Read The Following Notes:

1. All items (subject to availability) are nett on hire and provided in accordance with suppliers’ terms and conditions (a copy of which is available on request), and should be insured during the show period against all risks for 3 times the rental value.

2. This diagram will be used to place all orders on your stand. Ensure you complete the diagram clearly and show all heights and dimensions for the placement of all items you have ordered.

3. If you do not complete this diagram or indicate the heights and dimensions of all orders, items will be placed at our discretion. Subsequent change will be subject to a £25 charge.